
DISPUTES OF 1820 1860S

In the early nineteenth century, Americans sought to resolve their political disputes through compromise, yet by this no
longer seemed By the 's why did Americans no longer seek to resolve their political dispute through Analyze why social
differences in America.

Thus, it was the Lecompton Constitution that was submitted to Congress for approval. Fifth "Straw" - Popular
Sovereignty in Action. Capitol, and it prompted Abraham Lincoln , who had given up on politics, to return to
the political arena. As time goes on, slavery becomes as much of a moral issue as a political one. And a speech
he delivered at Cooper Union in New York City in February suddenly made him a serious contender for the
Republican nomination. Constitution, and it became a critical problem to be dealt with by Americans in the
early 19th century. And, of course, slavery in America was only ended by the Civil War and the passage of the
Thirteenth Amendment. Federal troops, commanded by Colonel Robert E. This compromise needed to be
enacted after the Mexican-American War. The Missouri Compromise Henry Clay. Indeed, the most ample
evidence to the contrary has all the while existed and been open to their inspection Lincoln's address made it
clear that he would respect the institution of slavery as it currently existed, that the union was perpetual and
could not be broken, that states that attempted to break the union were embarking upon an illegal revolution,
and that secession was but a form of anarchy: "Apprehension seems to exist among the people of the Southern
States that by the accession of a Republican Administration their property and their peace and personal
security are to be endangered. So, where did they go? They were able to seize the arsenal, but failed in his
primary goal - to ignite a slave rebellion throughout the South that would, in turn, lead to the establishment of
an African-American state in the South. Over the economy - how to meet the economic crises of the
Depression of  Lincoln proclaimed an insurrection had taken place in the Lower South and called for 75,
troops for assistance. In , the Wisconsin Supreme Court challenged the Fugitive Slave Act by claiming the
state had the authority to void federal statutes and thus, Wisconsin would not enforce the Act. Lincoln's return
to politics led to the Lincoln-Douglas debates in  The north had a booming industrial economy while in the
South, cotton was king. This bill passed in the Senate, but not in the House and was sent back to Kansas for
another vote. In short, despite the political compromises, the anti-slavery moral arguments, and the northern
insistence that a "slave power" existed, slavery continued to dominate the political discussion during the era of
Manifest Destiny. Analyze the Reasons for This Change. Between and , a significant shift of economic power
occurred in the southern states. After passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act, thousands of Americans fled to
Kansas to test the strength of popular sovereignty and to determine of it would be a free or slave state. We can
see that this argument was still alive and well in December, on the th anniversary of the secession of South
Carolina from the union. So, were the Northerners right - was there really an economic giant - a "slave power"
in the South? But why use the verb "argue" - don't all Americans agree that slavery was a major cause of the
war? Rather, the issues became distinctly sectional - either southern or northern in nature. In the s, the owner
of a slave - Dred Scott - took his slave on military assignments to Illinois a free state and Minnesota a free
state. Historical Era. Kansas Nebraska Act of  The question in front of Congress was what to do with the new
territory gained from the U. As such, it was the first purely sectional party - comprised largely of discontented
northerners.


